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Stickman swing levels

In Stickman Swing, his athletic stickman is full of beans and he is ready to roll. To play, you just need your mouse. Click on the screen to throw a string around the nearest hook, swing and release. Complete the levels by climbing through the finish line without touching the ground. As you move through the levels, you can unlock new skins for your stickman
while enjoying the upbeat music. Stickman Swing has over 60 challenging levels for you to play! Control In Stickman Swing, your amazing stickman needs your help to get past the crazy hooks and reach the finish line. To help you, all you need to do is click the mouse to make him hold a hook and make amazing jumps to another hook. But this mission isn't
always that easy. Many obstacles are waiting for you before it reaches the finish line. If you are ready, let's start the game! In this fun stickman game, just tap or click when a hook is selected and let him make amazing jumps to another hook. In addition, you need to avoid difficult obstacles and complete the levels by reaching the finish line intact! The longer
the rope you hold the hook, the more the stickman will go. As you pass the levels, the harder the levels get. You need to complete all 60 levels to finish the game. You can check your progress from the current level to the next level at the top of the screen. Every 10 levels, new skin for your stickman will be available and you can change your current skin.
Prepare your fingers to click and start the game now! To enjoy more quality time, be sure to check out our collection of free and online stickman games by clicking here to browse more fun titles like this game. DeveloperMarketJS developed this game. Release date July 26, 2019Features3D colorful graphics60 challenging adventures to get6 funny skin
optionsControlsYou can play this game with your mouse. Tap to hook. Swing and make amazing jumps. Perform crazy acrobatic tricks like a stick-man boss. Avoid obstacles at all costs. Features: Simple controls and fun gameplay. Unlimited levels! Play forever. It swings like the Spider-Man edition. Funky urban theme. Grappling hooks and security guards
included. Game controls: MOUSE and LEFT-CLICK Have fun! Stickman Hook is a skill game where you play as a stickman swinging through hundreds of challenging levels. This fun and colorful stickman game offers over 100 challenging levels. Unlock unique characters along the way to change things as you rock. Pay attention to the angle and direction of
your swing to reach the finish line! Can you control your balance sheet? Many other stickman games were created due to the popularity of the genre. For example, Stickman Fighter: Epic Battle and Stickman Team Battle. What are the tips and tricks? Don't get distracted by every hook you see. Not all of them are needed to cross the finish line. You may still
be swinging even if you can't see yourself. As long as you have a line for a hook, you have a chance! Chance! to play Stickman Hook? Click the mouse space/left - Hold to swing How many levels are there in Stickman Hook? There are 100 levels to play in Stickman Hook online. Who developed Stickman Hook? Stickman Hook is created by Madbox, a game
development company based in France. Control the Stickman, throw your wed just in time to swing in the air and make some distance in each level. It's time to jump and swing the longest distance in Stickworld! Control the Stickman, throw your wed just in time to swing in the air and make some distance in each level. If you lose your web, don't worry,
Stickman jumps a second time. Make your move again to pass the levels. You can use your free time with Stickman Swing Star. It's so much fun to play and it's free for everyone now. Play Stickman Swing Star now and start your journey at Stickworld. 8/10 - 92 votes Played 36 760 times Stickman Swing is a fun arcade game, easy to learn but increasingly
difficult to master with increasing challenges. Use your rope, like Spider-Man, to swing from the different round blocks and reach the finish line while avoiding the multiple traps. Your progression through the levels will be rewarded by getting new skins for your character. Comments Comments
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